
 

 

    
                    

 
                  
     

                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                            

                                                          
 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        
             

 

 

           
   

 

   IN THIS ISSUE: 
 

 Change in Membership Dues – we lowered them! 

 California Dreamin’ Cruise – are you going?  

 Tech 101: Zinc and How it is Needed in Your Oil 

 Cutlass / 442 / Hurst / Engine Bay & Chassis Colours along with Engine Paint Codes  

 How to: Chroming Plastic Parts at Home 

 Members’ Rides: 1976 442; one of two left in Canada and of 15 known to exist 

 Jamie’s October trip to California in his 1963 Starfire Convertible 

 Is Your Membership Expiring this Month?  See if your name is listed.  

 Much More...... 
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OUR “CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’ CRUISE” INCLUDES ABOUT 200 MILES OF THE “MOTHER ROAD” 

 

 


	IN THIS ISSUE:
	Welcome Back:
	0055 John Exnowski, Spruce Grove, Alberta
	HILDEBRAND MOTORS, OLDS AB. - SATURDAY JULY 20th, 2013    12 NOON – 4 PM
	OPEN TO ALL OLDSMOBILES 1897- 2004
	NUMBERED MINI HISTORIC OLDSMOBILE ARTWORK WITH EASEL TO THE FIRST 75 PARTICIPANTS
	NLOC MEMBERS REGISTERED ON OR BEFORE JULY 13th, 2013 – $10.00
	AFTER JULY 13th - $20.00
	NON-MEMBERS - $20.00
	FREE HOT DOGS AND SOFT DRINKS AND CAR MUSIC
	“LONG DISTANCE” AND “OLDEST OLDSMOBILE AT OLDS” TROPHIES
	50/50 ENGINE ENDURANCE CONTEST (NO OIL – NO COOLANT)
	DOOR PRIZES / MAYOR’S CHOICE AWARD
	How to Chrome Plastic at Home
	1969 Hurst Olds Rotting Away In Shed
	CAMOUFLAGE A POLICE CAR ANY WAY YOU LIKE AND IT STILL COMES ON LIKE
	J. EDGAR HOOVER AT AN S.D.S. CONVENTION
	From Brooklands Books, Oldsmobile Muscle Cars. This is a reprint of a March 1970 Car and Driver article covering The 1970 Oldsmobile Delta Royale with B07 Package.
	Police cars are just not like the regular cars made for we and thee, and the difference isn't all in the decoration. Paint a police car any color you like, hide the red light and hooter, and dress the driver in mufti. No matter what the camouflage, it...
	Sounds ominous, doesn't it? Police package! James Bond and his police package Aston Martin. Bullet-proof glass and a death-ray built into the headlight. Riot guns racked against the dash, and windshield washer nozzles rigged to squirt Mace. All very ...
	At least, that's the theory, and various police units-notably the California Highway Patrol run performance trials to insure that all the police package stuff does what it is supposed to do. And, as we couldn't really expect to wrangle an invitation t...
	We ordered the police package with an Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royale a nice enough car in standard form, but not what you would consider one of the all-time great, agile handlers. The big 88 carries lots of weight on a long wheelbase, and while it deliver...
	Here's what you get: stiffer springs; shocks with heavier damping; anti-roII stabilizer bars front and rear; and reinforced lower suspension arms at the rear axle. These last are U-channel pressings, as standard, and they weld on plates to completely...
	Oldsmobile also offers a police package engine, and we had that included in our test car. For $77.94, we got the W33 455 cu. in. V-8, which delivers 390 hp and 500 lbs-ft of torque-with the super-zoomy dual exhaust system. Now then, having ordered tha...
	We had a choice with disc brakes and power steering: We could have been dumb and asked for a car without them. Few people are that dumb, now, and all Oldsmobiles but the "little" F-85 and Cutlass will be sold only with these items. All to the good, we...
	Recalling the days of stem-winder steering ratios combined with power assist, we marvel at the present Oldsmobile. The steering is fairly quick, and very light without any loss of road feel. You can actually sense what is happening down there between ...
	Similarly, a lot of cars with a power boost for their brakes are still a disaster. About all that can be said for them is that very little foot-pressure is required to make them do their damnedest. Unhappily, in a hard stop it is often impossible to k...
	Handling was, we discovered, a tad short of perfect at the ten-tenths end of cornering, because really forcing the Olds would make it lean enough to use up all the travel in the outside front suspension and send it hammering hard against the stops. Bu...
	And you should know, before you rush right out and buy one of these police package cars, that the ride is harsh by showroom stock standards. The Olds isn't exactly a spine-shortener, but it does jounce around a good deal at low speeds. Aunt Maude woul...
	Where the Olds really lives is cruising at 70 mph, at which speed the wheels seem to follow ripples in the road without transmitting their motions to the rest of the car. That's a big improvement over the standard floater, which tends to be up on tipp...
	People who like to drive and have always found their enjoyment in Porsches and such will be greatly surprised by the Olds, for the car is not only enormously agile, it is arranged inside to convenience its driver. All of the controls and instrumentati...
	The whole thing will seem very Hero Driver if you get wheel and seatset to your liking and then close your eyes. Leaving your eyes open will not help the illusion: First,the instrumentation consists mostly of idiot lights, and these are stuck in clust...
	Of course, there are a couple of little flaws in all this loveliness that we must mention. That AM/FM radio has tremendous tone, but we found that Oldsmobile may have made a mistake with the antenna, which is a couple of wires laminated into the winds...
	Another disenchantment is that cruise control, which we don't like on principle and because it doesn't work as well as a skilled driver. It's tricky: You flick the panel switch to activate the governor, and push the button set into the end of the turn...
	The steering is light and precise, and the car has the property someone once called "swervability." You can yank the Oldsmobile around in remarkable fashion, and place it where you want it to be with comfortable assurance. It is a pure tiger in traffi...
	What we're trying to say here, sports fans, is that the police package Olds is a sports car and not just a sporty car. It's huge, in a manner that makes one very glad that the fenders have raised edges to sight along (to tell you the location of the c...


	CARS FOR SALE                   CARS FOR SALE
	PARTS FOR SALE             PARTS FOR SALE


	Instructions
	1 Sand each plastic part with sandpaper to remove any imperfections on the surface of the plastic. Any  imperfections on  the surface of the plastic will show through the painted surface and it will look like  a divot on the surface. Time should be  t...
	Tips & Warnings

